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This document summarizes work conducted by the Minnesota Geological Survey (MGS) 
in support of broader goals of the Central Iron Range Initiative (CIRI) project entitled 
“Hydrology, habitat, and energy potential of mine lakes.”  Those goals are to establish 
ultimate mine water elevations and outflows, design optimum mine land configurations 
for fish habitat and lakeshore development, and evaluate wind/pumped hydropower 
potential.  The MGS project was designed to provide CIRI project partners with technical 
data about the bedrock and unconsolidated sediments that exist in the central iron range.  
The data augment previous publications of the MGS, and were used by the Minnesota 
Department of Natural Resources to create hydrologic models that are described in a 
separate report.  Much of the MGS data were provided to the partners during the course 
of the project as interim products and technical guidance.  MGS staff described, sampled, 
measured structures, and photographed materials at more than 300 new field observation 
points.  Consequent efforts included textural analyses of 286 sediment samples; 
acquisition, interpretation, and digital capture of about 125 new drilling records; 
coordination with the partners and mining company staff; and the digitization and 
interpretation of data to produce interim and final products.   
 
This Open-File Report represents final products submitted to LCCMR as a summary of 
those data.  The report is available on CD-ROM and as ftp files through the MGS website 
(www.geo.umn.edu/mgs/newrelease.html) or the MGS List of Publications.  Nine map 
products best convey the new data and interpretations.  These maps were created as 

http://www.geo.umn.edu/mgs/newrelease.html
http://www.geo.umn.edu/mgs/currentpubs.htm


printable PDF's, and are described briefly below.  The GIS files used to make these maps, 
together with photos of selected features from the area, are included with this Open-File 
Report as CIRI_07.zip A PowerPoint presentation (mgsCIRI07.ppt) is also included that 
describes and illustrates much of this project, and summarizes work conducted over the 
last 4 biennia to provide geological characterization of the Mesabi Iron Range.  Included 
with the CD and accessed from the root level of the CD via the default multimedia 
player, is a short movie (bath_surf2.avi), showing the bedrock topography including 
bathymetry of seven pit lakes in the Chisholm focused study area.  The movie opens 
looking westward at the bedrock topographic surface, rotates upward to show the 
bathymetry, then counter clockwise and down, with the surface topography and aerial 
view of the land surface fading in as the movie stops.  [When downloading the PPT from 
the internet, also download the avi or the movie within the PPT will not operate.] 
 
Pdf-formatted MAP PRODUCTS: [approximately 50" by 25" at full scale (1:50,000)] 
 
1.  BEDROCK GEOLOGIC MAP 

Shows the distribution of bedrock geologic units beneath unconsolidated sediments 
and exposed in natural rock outcrops and in mines.   

2A.  BEDROCK TOPOGRAPHIC MAP (entire central range area) 
Shows the elevation of the top of bedrock surface beneath unconsolidated materials. 

2B.  BEDROCK TOPOGRAPHIC MAP (Chisholm focused study area ) 
Shows details of the bedrock surface in the area of focused study adjacent to the city 
of Chisholm. 

3.  DEPTH TO BEDROCK MAP 
Shows the thickness of unconsolidated materials.  Bedrock outcrops and mine pit 
lakes are also shown and can be considered areas of essentially zero thickness. 

4A.  SURFICIAL GEOLOGIC MAP 
Shows the surface distribution of unconsolidated glacial sediments and areas where 
surface materials were disturbed by mining. 

4B.  SAND AND GRAVEL UNITS 
A derivative of the surficial geologic map, incorporating drill hole and mine pit 
exposure information to predict the distribution of sand and gravel deposits near 
surface and at depth.  Line of cross-section (item #6 below) is also shown. 

5.  MAP OF LINEAMENTS AND BEDROCK STRUCTURE 
Shows the orientation of faults, folds, joints (fractures), veins, diabase dikes, bedding, 
and foliation in bedrock at both map scale and as measured on outcrops.   

6.  GEOLOGIC CROSS-SECTION 
Shows surface and subsurface distribution of unconsolidated material along a 35 
mile-long line that lies closest to the southern edge of the mines (the "20-year mining 
line" established by project partners) in the area from Nashwauk to Virginia. 

7.  MAP OF FIELD OBSERVATION POINTS 
Shows the locations of observations, including material descriptions, samples, 
measurements, and photographs, for both bedrock and unconsolidated materials.  

 
 



Explanation of the Units in surf.shp (SURFICIAL GEOLOGIC MAP) and 
cross_sec.shp (GEOLOGIC CROSS-SECTION) 

 
 The surf.shp file (the surficial map) is meant to be viewed in conjunction with the 
mineland.shp file produced by DNR-Lands and Minerals.  Areas not covered by either 
file (blank areas) within the CIRI project map area consist of "disturbed" land, where the 
surface is generally and variably disturbed by mining or other human activity.  These 
"blank" areas may contain a wide variety of materials including overburden and waste 
rock dump sediment and tailings, together with small areas of undisturbed surface 
material and bedrock outcrop.  The pitlak98.shp file shows the extent of water bodies 
within the iron mines as of 1998.  The pits_clip.shp file shows the extent of iron mine 
excavations as of approximately 2006.  The mineland.shp file shows where dump 
mounds are present within the excavated areas.   
 
The cross_sec.shp shapefile is on a separate layer in the ArcMap project that needs to be 
activated to be viewed.  Unit labels and names are the same as the surficial map, except 
for 2 additional units numbered 21 (old sandy till, ost), and 22 (gray clayey till, gct) 
 
Overburden dump (ob)—Unconsolidated sediment that has been stripped from iron 
mines, including a mixture of sand, silt, clay, gravel, cobbles, and boulders of glacial 
origin, together with smaller amounts of peat and other postglacial sediment.  Mostly 
shown on the surface map view within mineland.shp by DNR-Lands and Minerals. 
 
Rock dump (rd)—Waste or stock-piled broken rock from iron-mining, typically ranging 
from coarse-grained sand size to 3 feet in diameter.  Mostly shown on the surface map 
view within mineland.shp by DNR-Lands and Minerals. 
 
Tailings (t)—Iron-poor rock crushed to fine- to coarse-grained sand size that has been 
slurried into basins.  Mostly shown on the surface map view within mineland.shp by 
DNR-Lands and Minerals. 
 
Water (w)--Surficial map unit only. 
 
Peat (p)—Organic material in various stages of decomposition.  Some deposits include 
small bodies of open water.  Also includes alluvium along streams.   
 
Silt and clay (sic)—Fine-grained lake sediment, massive to rhythmically laminated with 
depth, with interbeds of very fine sand.  Includes pre-last glacial sediment in the cross 
section.  Vertical conductivity is likely very low, whereas horizontal conductivity may 
vary depending on the presence of thin sand beds. 
 
Sandy lake sediment (sls)--Interbedded very fine to medium sand to silt, with fine-
gravel beds at depth in places.  Surficial map unit only 
 
Sand and gravel (sg)—Bedded sand, gravelly sand, and gravel.  The sand may be fine-
grained in places, with generally minor beds of sandy silt.  



 
Sand over red till (srct)—Fine-grained sand to gravelly sand generally less than 5 feet 
thick over red clay till.  Surficial map unit only 
 
Carbonate-bearing till (ct)—yellowish brown diamicton (unsorted sediment containing 
some pebbles, cobbles, and boulders) whose matrix texture ranges from clay to sandy 
loam.  Mapped only in the southwest corner of the map area, west of Keewatin. 
 
Red clay till (rct)—Reddish brown diamicton (unsorted sediment containing rare 
pebbles, cobbles, and boulders) with generally a very high clay content, averaging over 
50% in the vicinity of the Mesabi Range.  Interpreted to consist largely of reworked lake 
sediment.  In a few places topped or interbedded with thin, carbonate-bearing till.  
Conductivity is likely very low, especially where the unit is greater than 10 feet thick. 
 
Brown silty till (bsit)—Yellow brown diamicton (unsorted sediment containing some 
pebbles, cobbles, and boulders).  Present north of the Mesabi Range, surficial map unit 
only. 
 
Silty till and sand (bsits)--Areas of thin and patchy, brown silty till over sand and 
gravel.  Surficial map unit only. 
 
Silty till and bedrock (bsitb)—Areas where the brown silty till is generally thin over 
bedrock, with some bedrock outcrops.  Surficial map unit only. 
 
Rocky sandy till (rt)—Variegated diamicton (unsorted sediment containing abundant 
pebbles, cobbles, and boulders) with generally a sandy-textured matrix, averaging only 
about 7% clay.  The dominant Quaternary unit across most of the Mesabi Range, herein 
informally named the Mesabi till.  Lenses and inclusions of bedded sediment ranging 
from silt to boulders are common in most areas.  Where the till is greater than about 20 
feet thick, the upper part is typically relatively loosely compacted, and is likely to be 
fairly permeable.  The lower portion is generally quite compact and even though 
commonly also very sandy it likely has a lower conductivity, at least in the more massive 
zones, than the upper portion of the till.  Likely includes "old sandy till" at the base in 
places. 
 
Sandy till and gravel (rtg)—Small areas northeast of Kinney where the Mesabi till and 
sand and gravel are too small in extent to distinguish.  Surficial map unit only. 
 
Sand over sandy till (srt)—Small area northwest of Buhl where sand and gravel is thin 
over Mesabi till.  Surficial map unit only. 
 
Sandy till and bedrock (rtb)—Areas where the Mesabi till is generally thin over 
bedrock, with some bedrock outcrops.  Surficial map unit only. 
 
Gray clayey till (gct)—Dense, generally fine-grained diamicton (unsorted sediment 
containing some pebbles, cobbles, and boulders), oxidized olive brown in the upper 



portion in places, but mostly dark gray in color.  Preserved in generally thin patches in 
the subsurface across the CIRI project area, shown only in the cross section.  Likely to 
have low to very low conductivity. 
 
Old sandy till (ost)—Dense sandy diamicton (unsorted sediment containing common 
pebbles, cobbles, and boulders), variegated in color.  Similar to the younger Mesabi till, 
but averaging more silt and clay in the matrix.  Shown only in the cross section.  Likely 
to have a moderately low conductivity due to compaction. 
 
Bedrock (b)—Areas of extensive outcrops of mostly Archean rock of the Giant's Range 
on the surficial map.  Bedrock in the cross section is the Biwabik Iron Formation. 
 
 
Shapefiles and other files in the ArcMap Project CIRI_GLG07.  This is the list of 
the files as seen on disc.  The names listed in the project are less cryptic. 
 
mesabi_jpgs--folder containing jpeg and tiff images linked to the field photo locations; 

also includes a folder with photos labeled M_500photos that were taken at 
locations shown on the field observations2 layer in the ArcMap project 
(stations.shp), however these photos are not linked with the points as are ones 
from the mesabi_jpgs folder (field observations, fieldobs.shp). 

bg_oc--bedrock outcrop polygons 
bgln.lyr--legend file for bedrock geology line symbols 
bgln--bedrock geology line symbols, faults and contacts 
bgpg.lyr--legend file for bedrock geology polygons 
bgpg--bedrock geology polygons 
dbt_bath--ESRI grid showing detail of bedrock topography with bathymetry of 8 pits east 

of Chisholm 
bt_ciri--ESRI grid showing the bedrock topography (elevation of pre-mining bedrock 

surface) in the CIRI study area 
CIRI_GLG07.mxd--ArcMap 9.2 project file to view the shapefiles and grids for this 

project 
ciriarea--outline polygon of the study area for this project 
ciriexpl--this file as a Microsoft Word document 
cities--point file with selected city names 
cross_sec.lyr--legend file for the Quaternary stratigraphic cross section 
cross_sec--polygon shapefile of the Quaternary stratigraphic cross section 
distance--label file for distance along cross section 
elevlbls--labels for the elevation of the cross section 
fieldobs--point file locating places where photos were taken of field stops, hotlinked with 

jpg and tiff images within the project.  Extend outside of primary study area. 
fldobs--point file locating places where field data was collected, points are linked to a 

table of texture data (mesb_testr.txt) that displays when the Identify tool is used to 
select a point.  Not all field observation points have texture data.  Extend outside 
of primary study area. 

g50ln2006--grid to plot cross section polys 



hydrolns--lines showing streams 
lakes--polygons of lakes 
logvl--The lower gravel is found below the Mesabi till and above older tills or bedrock.  

It generally is found above lower trending areas on the bedrock surface.  It can 
range from fine silty sand to cobble gravel. 

mcds--minor civil divisions, cities, counties etc. 
mesb_textr.txt--text file of texture data linked with the field observation points 
minedt_mod--ESRI grid showing the depth to bedrock obtained by subtracting the pre-

mining bedrock topography from the 1999 surface topography. 
mineland.lyr--legend file used to color the minelands polygons 
mineland--polygons showing minelands within the study area 
pits--polygon file showing location of mine pits 
quat_chnl--lines showing where Quaternary drainage channels were mapped 
rd1--major roads 
rd2--minor roads 
rrlns--railroads 
stations--additional field observations points, extend outside of primary study area 
strpts.lyr--legend file used for structure measurement points 
strpts--structure point file 
struc_lns.lyr--legend file used for structure lineations in the bedrock 
struc_lns--lines showing bedrock lineations, dikes, anticlines, monoclines, synclines 
surf--polygons showing type and distributions of surface geology units 
surficial geology map.lyr--legend file used to color surface geology polygons 
TRln--township and range lines 
TRSln--township, range and section lines 
upgvl--The upper gravel is found below the "red clay", "brown silty", or "carbonate-

bearing" tills.  Where these units are absent the gravel is at the surface.  In places 
the upper gravel is interbedded with upper portions of the Mesabi till.  The upper 
gravel is generally found below lower-trending areas in the land surface 
topography.  It can range from fine silty sand to boulder gravel. 

xs_ln_Route--line showing where the Quaternary cross section was constructed.  This 
line is a Route and has labels indicating milage along the line.  Zero is at the west 
end. 

xsbdrk_surf--line showing elevation of the bedrock surface along the cross section 
xsdnr_surf--line showing elevation of the 1999 surface topography along the cross 

section 
xsLeith_surf--line showing elevation of the 1899 surface topography along the cross 

section 


